The first project management tool to unify
field and office workers.
• Shared system to eliminate data silos
• Single source for access and update of project data
• Mark-up plans right from the field
• Online and offline access, always
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ProjectSight Transforms the Way You Work by Organizing the Chaos
When it comes to project management, control is
everything. We’ve talked to project managers across a
broad spectrum of construction projects – from housing
to healthcare, mid-sized to massive. Despite their
many differences, nearly all project managers report a
common challenge: loss of visibility and lack of control
over design and documentation versions.
How can you control what you can’t see? Over the last
decade, the building construction industry has encouraged
the rapid influx of lightweight point tools dedicated to
simplifying a single task. What we now face is a proliferation

of information silos that impede project managers’
visibility and understanding of day-to-day project status.
Trimble created ProjectSight specifically to address
the challenges you face when making difficult jobsite
decisions. This first-of-its-kind project management
tool empowers stakeholders to access and share their
most relevant information. Marrying both 2D and
BIM-based designs, ProjectSight creates a singlesource of project data. RFIs, issues, submittals and work
orders are all captured, managed and tracked in one
easy-to-use system.

Break Down the Silo Walls
ProjectSight streamlines productivity by integrating
information from a wide variety of sources. No more
searching through multiple systems to find the drawings
or work orders you need to give an answer fast. As your
digital drawing cabinet, ProjectSight ensures that all
stakeholders are working from the same – most up-todate information – whether you’re in the field or in
the office.
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Collaborate Through
Team Conversations
ProjectSight streamlines the decision
making processes. Now team members can
collaborate and converse on issues rather
than filling out forms. Team Conversations
appear alongside drawings and models for
easy reference. When a question arises,
relevant parties are notified for comment.
Team Conversations are the new way to
collaborate — combining the simplicity of
text messaging and the traceability of a fullyfledged project management solution.

No matter whether you’re working in 2D or 3D,
ProjectSight enables you to mark up, annotate and
link files directly on the design.

Team members comment on questions
as they arise. Project managers can
make quick decisions and inform
relevant parties.

ProjectSight promotes smart workflows and
tight collaboration, regardless of whether
team members are in the office or
the field. And it’s fully functional on
multiple digital devices.

Real Project Control.
Right in the Field.

Collaboration in Context
“Context” is one of the biggest challenges with most
project management tools. Receiving feedback or a
comment is no problem. But what does it mean? What’s
it referring to?

With 25+ years of experience in project
controls, we know what teams in the field
need to organize information and get
results fast. ProjectSight offers support
for access controls, security features
and configuration options that competitive
solutions don’t.

ProjectSight addresses this by allowing contributors to
comment directly on the official project documentation
without creating unnecessary clutter. It allows for markup of both 2D drawings and 3D BIM files. A full screen
viewer with high-performance graphics automatically
reads Title Block and organizes them by type. Annota-

Trimble ProjectSight encourages real
collaboration between stakeholders enabling
you to make and share informed decisions fast
and from anywhere. Team Conversations bring
a level of transparency to the process by allowing
relevant parties to have insight into why decisions
were made.

tions can be linked to any asset, putting data in context

Working with Models
Powered by Trimble Connect, ProjectSight enables you
to interact with BIM directly within the app. Bringing
together architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical
and plumbing on one screen in a complete constructible
model, you’ll be able to identify and solve potential issues
before they’re full-scale problems. With Trimble Connect
as the engine for model sharing, all approved stakeholders can access the models without pricey design software.

A Solution That’s Easy to Use
ProjectSight puts a wealth of information right in the palm
of your hand. Our secure software solutions integrate with
a wide array of drawing and BIM solutions. And, it’s intuitive to use with minimal training required – in-app videos
and on-screen guidance are available when questions
arise so you don’t waste time hunting for the features you
need. When decisions need to be made and time is of
the essence, ProjectSight is the only tool you need.
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